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That is to say, almost entirely. The Scripture is the Word of God. Rarely

indeed do we have a clear indication of the Word of God from some other source.

The Lord. has given us His word and wants us to study t and to take it and

to apply it. I say rarely because I think we must realize that if God. chooses

to, he can intervene today in a particular way. to a particular heart or in some

particular way but that is unusual and rare and should be tested very thoroughly

before you pay too much attention to it. But in those days before they had the

word the ScrlDture teaches us that God did give direct commands through His

prophets and , of course, there was false proDhets and there true prophets.

So it w,-.s a man's duty to try the prohets and to test the prophets. In the
soliiers

case of the Sanwhere one says to the other in the word of the Lord, "smite

the man." I think we are right innfering that the other 'an h. abundant

evidence that he was indeed a man of God and that this was indeed the prophet

speaking as oa'S prophet and one who was entitled to debate. Now in this

particular case we don't have that aiff1culty nearly so much from the context

beca'se we have the king actually coming to lisha, recognizing him as

prophet, expressing his great sorrow over the death of God's prophet and -wes--4

the last words from the prophet from his lips . Under those circumstances

If the' king is fully sincere in what he says, he certainly recognizes that the

prophet does speak for God. Then if he really desires to do God's will, he

certainly will try to do to the utmost what the prophet says. I think that that

is a very important element ii both stories--that both stories would be

absolutely pointless if the man, * the soldier there and the king here, do not

recognize beyond the ziazthszx shadow of a doubt that this man speaks for God.

Otherwise it would be absurd to putish them for the disobedience.

(Question) That is a very good point too--that i we were given the entire

account of all that hapened we would have to have a xax series of books that

would fill all the sMlves all around the walls of this room. The Holy
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